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Global warming is very important subject for environmental physics. Although the earth seems like inanimate,
it acts just like a live mechanism which is called as Glacial-Interglacial Ice. One can consider that there are three
periods for this forming, say major (100,000 years), minor (12,000 years) and smaller (1000 years) ice ages. The
temperature of the earth is a�ected by increasing especially CO2 and other sera gases in the atmosphere. The solar
radiation re�ected from the earth surface cannot go back to the space due to the sera gases and is absorbed by the
atmosphere. After the industrial revolution at the beginning of 20th century, especially in the last 30 years, the
amount of CO2 and the other carbon gases emitted into the atmosphere has been increasing and causing natural
disasters like irregular local temperature changes, �oods, melting glaciers, and more powerful hurricanes. The solar
radiations are mostly re�ected by glaciers which are signi�cant formations on the earth. Melting of these glaciers
reduces the surface re�ection and causes more absorption of solar radiation by the earth. In addition, sea level,
amount of fresh water, and perceptible water vapor in the atmosphere may increase. In this study, Greenland and
Antarctica glaciers' weights which press the plates downward are calculated. Melting the glaciers, the plates get
rid of the pressure and rise upward over the mantle, and may cause some earthquakes, and volcanic activities such
as Thoku earthquake in Japan and Eyjafjallajökull and Grimsvötn volcanos in Iceland.
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1. Introduction

Large continental ice sheets in the World have grown
and shrunk several times in the past. Although the earth
seems like inanimate, it acts just like a live mechanism,
which is called Glacial-Interglacial Ice age. One can con-
sider that there are three periods for this forming, say
major (100,000 years), minor (12,000 years) and smaller
(1000 years) ice ages. Generally, times with and without
large ice-sheets are known respectively as glacial periods
(or ice ages) and interglacial periods, respectively. Some
important researchers give plenty of information about
di�erences from Glacial to Interglacial period like so-
lar radiation in July, temperature and atmospheric CO2

changing in time at Dome Fuji, Antarctica [1].
The cause of glacial-interglacial cycles is based on CO2,

water vapor and other greenhouse gases amount in earth
atmosphere. The earth absorbs solar energy and re�ects
some of that energy to space. Earth's surface tempera-
ture increases due to these greenhouse gases which alter
the return of energy to space (Fig. 1). Thus, the lower
atmosphere and the earth's surface warm up [2].
Surface temperature is important for life on Earth.

The Earth surface temperature is kept on approximately
32 ◦C by greenhouse e�ect in long term for annual period.
Greenhouse gases occur naturally in the Earth atmo-
sphere. However, the amount of CO2 and the other car-
bon gases are emitted from 300 to 380 ppm into the atmo-
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Fig. 1. The greenhouse e�ect.

Fig. 2. Mantle and crustals' behaviour in glacial-
-interglacial time.

sphere. The average temperature has increased approxi-
mately 0.7 ◦C after the industrial revolution at the begin-
ning of 20th century, especially in the last 30 years [2]. Fi-
nally, the human activities have a�ected the greenhouse
gases amount in the atmosphere in last years, hence in-
�uencing their lives in a negative manner [3].

2. Deglaciation time

Due to global warming, number and magnitude of nat-
ural disasters like irregular local temperature changes,
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�oods, melting glaciers, and more powerful hurricanes
have increased. Specially, this case causes signi�cant ef-
fects on vertical and horizontal crustal motion, earth-
quakes, gravity �eld, and Earth's rotational motion.
Glacier melting has caused highly signi�cant changes to
coastlines and landscapes. Finland is witnessing crustal
rising, the Northern Britain is rising up to 10 cm per cen-
tury, but southern of half of the island is moving down-
ward about 5 cm per century [4]. This will create risk of
�oods in southern England and south-western Ireland.
Also, in deglaciation time, the melted ice water return-

ing to the oceans increases and sea level, too, but not at
the same level everywhere. This depends on gravitation
and centrifugal potential due to Earth's variable rota-
tion [4].
There is also horizontal motion of the crust moving

through vertical motion time (Fig. 2). This motion usu-
ally diverges from the center of rebound. This looks like
a big part of the cork released in water. The cork rises
up and shakes when the downward pressure is removed.
However, the cork hits and applies pressure and creates
stress to the other corks like plates on the mantle of the
earth. Thus, the big magnitude earthquakes occur on the
earth's surface. Horizontal and vertical motions change
the tilt of the surface like island of Great Britain and
North America [4, 5].
Gakkel Ridge is between North American Plate and

Eurasian Plate on the North Pole. Large number of
earthquake activities occurred after 1970, especially, be-
tween 1999 and 2000 (more than 250). The chart in [6]
shows how the earthquake number is rising along the
Gakkel Ridge. This ridge is integrated with mid-Atlantic
ridge lying at the Eurasia plate. It can trigger some
earthquakes like Thoku in the Paci�c Ocean and extend
to the Philippines plate by cutting the Eurasia plate dur-
ing the melting time Greenland Glaciers.
The Mid-Atlantic Ridge extends from Iceland to the

South pole along the Atlantic ocean. Some important
volcano activities occurred on or near the ridge like Ey-
jafjallajökull and Grimsvötn volcanos in Iceland [7].
Earthquakes and volcanic activities are mostly on plate

boundaries throughout the world [8]. We may consider
them in two important groups: (i) the Greenland, Ice-
land, Ireland and Great Britain countries and the Mid-
-Atlantic Ridge and the Gakkel Ridge are in the same
group, (ii) the other group includes potential active fault
which cuts the Eurasia plate, between the Gakkel Ridge
and the Paci�c Ridge.

3. Applications

In this section of paper, Greenland and Antarctica
glaciers' weights, which press the plates downward, are
calculated by Newton law (2). At �rst, the glaciers'
masses are calculated using density formula (1).

3.1. Greenland glaciers' weight

Glacier �at surface = 1,710,000 km2, and ice-sheet
height = 2135�3000 m, volume = 1.710× 109 × 2.135 =
3.650850 × 109 m3, 1 m3 = 1000 L →≈ 3.650850 ×
1012 L→≈ 3.650850×1015 and density of ice = 0.92 g/ml

density =
mass

volume
[g/ml]. (1)

Mass = density × volume; glacier mass = 0.92× 3.651×
1021 ml; glacier mass = 3.359×1021 g→ 3.359×1015 ton.

weight = m× g [N]. (2)

Glaciers' weight = 9.832 m/s2 × 3.359 × 1018 kg =
33.03× 1018 kg m/s2 [N].

3.2. Antarctica glaciers' weight

Glacier �at surface = 14 × 106 km2, and volume =
30× 106 km3; glaciers' mass = 27.6× 1015 ton; glaciers'
weight = 271.36× 1018 N.

4. Conclusions

Greenland and Antarctica glaciers' weights which press
the plates downward are calculated. It shows that there
is a big downward pressure on the Greenland and Antarc-
tica by ice-sheets. During melting, the plates release
pressure and rise upward over the mantle like a cork in
water. This natural event may cause some big magni-
tude earthquakes and more volcanic activities near or on
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and the Gakkel Ridge in north-
ern hemisphere and all adjacent plates to the Antarctica
plate in southern hemisphere.
Sea level will be increased by the returned ice water

during melting time. Since the sea level depends on grav-
itation and centrifugal potential due to Earth's variable
rotation, it will not be at the same level everywhere.
Melting of the Greenland glacier may trigger a newer

potential active fault between Gakkel Ridge and Paci�c
Ridge.
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